
 

FISHBOURNE PARISH COUNCIL 

Minutes of the Meeting of the Parish Council held on Monday  
21 February 2022 at 7pm at the Fishbourne Centre, Blackboy Lane, Fishbourne 

 

Present:  Cllr. G. Hand (Chairman), Cllr. A. Horler, Cllr. L. Hunter, Cllr. H. Marshall, Cllr. G. Mason, 
Cllr. A Porter, Cllr. A. Relf and Cllr. A. Stevenson. 

In attendance: Mrs. L Wright (Clerk / RFO) D/Cllr. A. Moss, D/Cllr. P. Plant, C/Cllr. J. Joy and 6 members 
of the public. 

 
22/20 Apologies for absence 

Cllr. Bates sent his apologies and reason for absence which were accepted by the Council. 
 
22/21 Minutes of the meeting held on 17 January 2022 

It was unanimously resolved to approve the minutes of the meeting and the Chairman duly 
signed them as an accurate record. 

22/22 Declarations of interest by Councillors on any of the agenda items 
 Cllrs. Hunter and Mason declared an interest on Agenda Item 8.1.4 FB/21/03443/DOM - Lynda 

Hunter. 2 Mill Close Fishbourne. Demolition of existing utility room and removal of pitched roof 
of front extension, replaced with erection of single storey side and front extensions with 
replacement front porch and various alterations including changes to fenestration. Proposed 
rear conservatory and extension to existing detached garage as they own the property. 

 
22/23 County Councillor’s Report 
 C/Cllr. Joy reported that he had met with a member of the public about the lack of pavement 

in Clay Lane. He agreed this is dangerous and would raise it as an issue. He pointed out that 
WSCC is making it easier to apply for 20 mph speed limits and this might be a possibility. 

 Cllr. Relf stated that 20mph limits are not enforceable and that people drive at the speed they 
deem safe. C/Cllr. Joy remarked that a 20mph zone gives opportunities for highway design 
changes which are not available in 30mph zones. 

 
22/24 District Councillors’ Report 
 A report from the Harbour Villages’ Councillors was received by Councillors prior to the 

meeting concerning: Climate Change; Culture; Jubilee grants; construction at St James 
Industrial Estate; high street vacancies; new housing; wellbeing; planning policy; air quality 
action plan; coast protection works; unwanted vehicle deterrents; and refuse vehicle 
replacement. 

 D/Cllr. Moss reported that he supported the concerns of the Parish Council about the tyre 
recycling business in Appledram Business Park. D/Cllr. Moss will be meeting with a new 
Chichester-centred police commander. 

 Cllr. Hunter expressed concern that the new build Freeland Close development will house 
vulnerable people but is very near the A27 underpass which is a hotspot for anti-social 
behaviour. D/Cllr. Moss said this has been a long term problem and he will raise it with the 
new police commander. D/Cllr. Moss encouraged the Council to invite the police along to its 
meetings. 
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22/25 Clerk’s Report 
 Cllr. Bates is no longer able to represent the Council on the RAVEN Residents Against Vehicles' 

Excessive Noise) group. Cllr. Stevenson volunteered to be the Fishbourne PC representative. 
The Clerk has replied to the member of the public concerning his question about what 
happens to the EV charging point should Connected Kerb go bankrupt. The reply was that this 
is not WSCC’s responsibility, but further information is pending. 
Cllr. Marshall and the Clerk have inspected the Emperor Way lights to find out why some are 
not working. They have been in contact with the supplier and experiments will take place to 
isolate the problem. 
There is a problem with the Salthill Road SID. The Clerk is investigating. 
The Chairman received a complaint from a resident about speeding in Salthill Road. 
The Clerk attended a three-day conference run by the Society of Local Council Clerks. 
There has been a sharp increase in cyber attacks. Please could all councillors think carefully 
before they open any attachments, respond to text messages, or give out their details online. 
The Chichester County Local Forum is being held on the 1 March at 5-6pm in the Grange 
Community Centre Midhurst. 
The Clerk asked councillors for suggestions as to how the Council’s structure can be improved 
to make better use of all councillors and work more effectively. 
 

22/26 Questions from members of the public. 
 None. 
 

22/27 Planning 
22/27.1 Planning Applications 
 The Clerk to submit the agreed responses to the Local Planning Authority.  LW 
 
Cllr. Hunter took the Chair. 
 
22/27.1.1 21/03342/FUL | Change use of land to travellers caravan site consisting of 4 no. pitches each 

containing 1 no. mobile home, 1 no. touring caravan, 1 no. utility dayroom; play area and 
associated works. | Land North West Of Newbridge Farm Salthill Road Fishbourne. 

 AGREED RESPONSE: NO COMMENT 
 
 4 Members of the public left. 
 
22/27.1.2 FB/21/ FB/21/03283/DOM - Jane Crosby. Creek End Cottage  Creek End Fishbourne. 

Demolition of existing conservatory and new second storey side extension. 
 AGREED RESPONSE: NO COMMENT 
 
Cllrs. Hunter and Mason declared an interest in the following item and took no part in the discussion or 
vote. Cllr. Hand resumed the Chair for this item. 
 
22/27.1.3 FB/21/03443/DOM - Lynda Hunter. 2 Mill Close Fishbourne. Demolition of existing utility room 

and removal of pitched roof of front extension, replaced with erection of single storey side 
and front extensions with replacement front porch and various alterations including changes 
to fenestration. Proposed rear conservatory and extension to existing detached garage. 

 AGREED RESPONSE: NO COMMENT 
 
Cllr. Hunter resumed the Chair for the remainder of the Planning Applications. 
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22/27.1.4 FB/22/00085/DOM - Mr Mark Seeley. 4 Deeside Avenue, Fishbourne. First floor extensions 
over existing flat roof garage. 

 AGREED RESPONSE: NO COMMENT 
22/27.1.5 FB/22/00210/DOM - Annelize Meyer. Estoril  Main Road Fishbourne. New vehicle access.3 

members of the public left 
 AGREED RESPONSE: NO COMMENT 
22/27.1.6 The Council ratified its response to the following application which had previously been agreed 

by email due to the short timescale: FB/22/00190/ADJ - Annette Morton. Twyford Recycling 
Limited Plot F Appledram Business Park A27 By Pass Chichester. EA Reference:  
EPR/JB3602XB/A001. Proposal: Consultation on environmental permit application. Location: 
Twyford Recycling Limited, Plot F, Appledram Business Park, A27 By Pass, Chichester.  

 AGREED RESPONSE: See Appendix A 
 Cllr. Relf thanked Cllr. Mason for producing the response document. 
 
Cllr. Hand resumed the Chair. 
 
22/27.2 Planning Decisions 
 The following decisions from the Local Planning Authority were noted: 
22/27.2.1 FB/21/02209/DOM - Mr Peter Deacon. Pendrills Mill Lane Fishbourne. Proposed internal and 

external alterations and repairs, construction of a new single storey extension, demolition of 
an existing single storey extension and replacement with new glazed entrance, proposed new 
car barn. 

 FPC- NO COMMENT      CDC – PERMIT 
22/27.2.2 FB/21/02210/LBC - Mr Peter Deacon. Pendrills Mill Lane Fishbourne. Proposed internal and 

external alterations and repairs, construction of a new single storey extension, demolition of 
an existing single storey extension and replacement with new glazed entrance, proposed new 
car barn. 

 FPC- NO COMMENT      CDC – PERMIT 
22/27.2.3 FB/21/03301/DOM - Mike Lewis. Whitcot  12 Creek End Fishbourne. Remove existing 

conservatory and replace with single storey extension. 
 FPC- NO COMMENT      CDC – PERMIT 
22/27.2.4 FB/21/03704/EIA - Fishbourne Housing Limited. Bethwines Farm Blackboy Lane Fishbourne. 

The Screening Opinion is requested in order to identify whether an Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) will be necessary to support the planning application for the proposed 
development to provide up to 230 residential dwellings and associated ancillary works. 

 FPC - From the information provided Fishbourne Parish Council believes that this application 
does require an EIA based on the location, particularly in relation to Chichester Harbour AONB, 
its size and the number of houses    CDC – EIA REQUIRED 

22/27.2.5 FB/22/00002/TCA - Janet. South Barn  Farm Close Fishbourne Notification of intention to fell 2 
no. Ash trees (T1 and T2). Crown reduce by 2m on 1 no. Ash tree 

 FPC- NO COMMENT      CDC – NOT TO PREPARE A TPO 
22/27.3 Enforcement 
 Nothing to report. 
22/27.4 Appeals 

 Nothing to report. 
 
22/28 Finance 
22/28.1 The Council noted that the accounts were checked and the bank reconciliation at 31.1.22 was 

checked and signed by Cllr. Porter. The Council agreed the reconciliation. 
22/28.2 Payments and Receipts 
22/28.2.1 The Council noted the following payments for January totalling £9385.98 
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Date paid Payee name Transaction details Amount paid 

4.1.22 WSCC Pension Fund Clerk's pension December 282.08 

5.1.22 Chalkwood IT IT Services January 128.07 

5.1.22 David Hunt Gardens Gardening June - December 2021 1228.54 

5.1.22 The Fishbourne Centre Hall and Office hire Jan-Mar 2022 120.00 

10.1.22 DM Payroll Services Payroll 2nd half 66.00 

28.1.22 L Wright Clerk's salary January 1001.11 

31.1.22 PWLB Loan repayment 6560.18 

  TOTAL 9385.98 
 
 22/28.2.2 The Council noted that that £445.50 has been received into the bank in January in respect of 

Village Voice advertising.  
22/28.3 Grant 
  The Council received a request from a Fishbourne resident who has been selected to attend 

the World Scouting Jamboree for a donation towards the trip. The Council recognises this 
request is outside of its grant scheme and it was considered as a one-off. It was unanimously 
agreed to give £500 towards the cost of the trip using the Power of General Competence. LW 

22/28.4 Interim Audit 
 It was noted that the Internal Audit will be carried out on Friday 20 May 2022. 
 
22/29 Local Plan / Neighbourhood Plan 
22/29.1 The Council noted its potential housing allocation of 30 in the Local Plan Review although 

‘substantial uncertainty remains’. 
22/29.2 The Council agreed that its initial objective to reduce Fishbourne’s housing allocation has been 

achieved, if the number remains the same. The aim is now to highlight the issues of the 
cumulative traffic coming onto the A259 from all the planned development from Chichester to 
Emsworth. The volume of traffic will be such that motorists will choose to use the country 
lanes in Fishbourne to ‘rat’run’. These lanes are not suitable to take such a large amount of 
traffic without substantial mitigation. 

 It was agreed to consolidate two draft documents from Cllrs. Relf and Hand outlining the 
impact of these two major traffic issues on Fishbourne, allowing the voice of Fishbourne to be 
heard. Cllr. Mason agreed to produce a single document by 25 February for agreement.  GM 

 Once created and agreed by Councillors via email this document will be: sent to officers and 
members at WSCC Highways, officers and members at CDC, the MP to pass on to the Secretary 
of State; used as a basis for any press releases; used to inform Fishbourne residents of the 
Parish Council’s position; and also to form part of the evidence base of the Neighbourhood 
Plan. 
The Council unanimously agreed to adopt the following position statement on the Local Plan: 

 Fishbourne Parish Council accepts its potential allocation of 30 houses in Chichester District 
Council’s Local Plan Review. 
However the cumulative impact of the traffic from the planned development from the harbour 
villages along the A259 between Chichester and Emsworth and from the Manhood Peninsula 
up the A286 will cause unacceptably high traffic flows on these roads leading to rat-running 
through the lanes of Fishbourne, particularly Clay Lane, Salthill Road and Appledram Lane 
South. These lanes are not fit for purpose and are already coping with an unsuitably high 
volume of traffic. Improving this road infrastructure would come at such a high cost as to make 
it an unviable option.  
It is for these reasons that Fishbourne will continue to campaign for the overall housing 
number for the Chichester Plan Area to be reduced to a sustainable level. 
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A general discussion on the Local Plan and Fishbourne traffic issues took place including the 
following points: 
Mitigation measures for the Manhood Peninsula have been looked at and dismissed as not 
cost-effective thus reducing housing numbers for the Manhood. Why are mitigation measures 
for the A259 not being investigated so that the Harbour Villages may also have reduced 
numbers? D/Cllr. Moss stated that CDC is now looking to the north of the District to see if 
there are any suitable sites to provide evidence that the target numbers are unachievable. 
The Fishbourne roundabout is already running vastly over capacity. Acceptable numbers need 
to be calculated and passed to National Highways so that they can plan for them. D/Cllr. Moss 
said that there is a dialogue with National Highways who need to support the Local Plan. 
Is it illegal to build houses without a Local Plan Review? D/Cllr. Moss said that if there is no 
Local Plan and no 5 year housing land supply then developers would be in a much stronger 
position to build anywhere they choose. Piecemeal development does not give any 
improvements in infrastructure. 
Studies will take place on the main roads once the new housing numbers are known, but not 
on the smaller lanes, so local evidence of issues is important. 
The current figure being used is 0.5 cars per household, but Fishbourne is vastly different as 
seen in the Flavian Fields survey with a far higher figure. Cllr. Relf agreed to send a copy of the 
survey results to D/Cllr. Moss and C/Cllr. Joy.      AR 
Until the Local Plan numbers are agreed, Southern Water cannot plan for increased capacity. 

 
22/30 Highways and Transport 
22/30.1 Bournes Forum Road Group 
 Cllr. Relf agreed to represent Fishbourne Parish Council on this group. Cllr. Stevenson was 

thanked for her work representing the Council on the Roads Group. 
22/30.2 Parking on the Green at Creek End 
 Vehicles are causing a nuisance by parking on the Green at Creek End. The Clerk has 

investigated and bollards are not permitted on this piece of WSCC owned land. The Council 
decided to plant another tree in this location in an attempt to deter vehicles from being 
parked there. It was agreed to apply for a tree, costing £200, under the CDC Jubilee Grant 
Scheme and to purchase a Queen’s Green Canopy commemorative plaque from the Royal 
British Legion for £154.99.         LW 

22/30.3 Roadworks on A259 
 An accident occurred on the junction between Blackboy Lane and the A259 whilst roadworks 

were situated there. The roadworks have now moved and the accident was not due to the 
roadworks so no action was considered necessary. 

22/30.4 Millpond Access 
 Ideas and quotes awaited from the contractor.    GM/HM/LW 
 
22/31 Jubilee Grant 
 See item 22.30.2 
  
22/32 Land at 80 Mosse Gardens 

The Council unanimously agreed to grant a licence to the prospective buyers of 80 Mosse 
Gardens under the same terms as the existing licence and at the prospective buyer’s expense. 

 
22/33 FPFA: Let’s all Play Initiative 

 The Council agreed to support this initiative to provide play equipment for people with 
disabilities in Fishbourne playground. Cllr. Marshall to attend the forthcoming open meeting at 
the end of March.         HM 
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22/34 Meetings with outside bodies 
Written reports had been circulated to members before the meeting on: the Bournes Forum; 
the All Parishes Meeting; and CDALC. There were no questions. D/Cllr. Moss to forward the 
presentation from the Harbour Conservancy to the Bournes Forum for circulation. AM 

 
22/35 Parklands & Fishbourne Flood Protection Group 
 Nobody was present to provide an update. 
 
22/36 Date of the next meeting 
 The date of the next meeting will be Monday 21 March at 7pm in the Fishbourne Centre. 
 
          The meeting closed at 8.55pm 
 
   
  Signed      Chairman  Date  
 
 

APPENDIX 

INTRODUCTION 

The following document highlights Fishbourne Parish Council (FPC) concerns and OBJECTION to the 

Twyford Recycling Ltd application EPR/JB3602XB/A001. 

Our main objection points and comments are as follows; 

Noise 

Applicant agrees that the local area is agricultural & will be supporting wildlife.  

Any increase in noise will inevitably therefore have an impact on local wildlife. 

Dust generation 

The cumulative effect of dust arising from this site operation has yet to be researched and the toxic 

nature of the dust particles will inevitably have a long-term effect on the surrounding farmland affecting 

both wildlife and possibly agricultural produce. 

It is extremely important to note the particle impact on the surrounding land and water courses, 
especially as they discharge into Chichester Harbour which already has a high microfibre content. 
The dust suppression activities namely; 

Emission 
source  
 

Activity 
Description  
 

Storage 
Technique  
 

Emissions & 
Abatement 

Fishbourne Parish Comments 

Shredder  Shredding of 
tyres 

Process under 
cover 

Minimal run 
time and cover 
maintenance 

Minimal run time is impractical 
as this is the basis for the 
business. Therefore, shredding 
has to be a normal business 
activity, leading to high dust 
generation. 
 
Shredder is not totally enclosed, 
therefore high risk of dust 
escape. 
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Shredder should be totally 
enclosed with both noise 
suppression and dust capture via 
HVAC system. 

Vehicles 
loading and 
unloading 

Loading & 
unloading 

Stored and 
sheeted 

Vehicles 
enclosed and 
sheeted where 
required 

This is a constant source of dust 
generation & sheeting alone will 
not prevent dust escape. 
Vehicles should be offloaded in 
dedicated warehousing to 
capture dust via HVAC system. 

Handling of 
materials 
on-site  
 

Movement 
of material 
on site 
stored 
externally in 
bays  
 

Dust 
monitored and 
wind direction 
noted in site 
log.  
 

Damping 
down with 
water bowser 
and sprinklers 
if necessary 
 

Damping down should be a 
normal operation to limit dust 
generation. This also helps 
prevent fire. 
However, it is recognised that if 
the product is sold by weight, 
then this additional weight has 
to be taken into account when 
bagging up. 
 
The abatement mentions the use 
of a Bowser or sprinklers. There 
is no indication of this critical 
equipment being shown on site 
on plot layout. 
 

 

Please note that  

“Recycled tire rubber contains numerous toxic chemicals including styrene, a chemical that is neurotoxic 

and a likely human carcinogen, butadiene-a proven human carcinogen linked to leukemia and lymphoma 

and lead and cadmium which are also neurotoxic.  (ref https://www.cleanwateraction.org/features/keep-

playgrounds-free-toxic-recycled-tire-mulch)” 

So why would we sanction this operation anyway? 

Risk of Fire and impact from smoke  

The following comments are based upon application document “Fire Prevention Plan May 2021 Version 

1.0”. 

“1.1 Roles and Responsibilities The Site Manager (Gerry Harkin) has responsibility for ensuring these 

procedures are adhered to. The Site Manager is specifically responsible for: • Ensuring the adequate 

training of staff and contractors working on site regarding the content of these procedures; • Ensuring the 

adequate provision of resources such as personal protective equipment (PPE); • Ensuring the provision and 

maintenance of hand held fire extinguishers and other fire fighting equipment at the site is adequate” 

FPC response - There is significant concern that only one person is responsible for site procedures, 

Company should ensure additional personnel are trained to cover these responsibilities during sickness 

and holidays. 
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“1.4 Liaison with Fire Rescue Service (FRS) The FRS will be provided a copy of this FPP in advance of 

commencing operations.” 

FPC response - It is thought that this site is already operating, therefore this should be stopped 

immediately until FRS give permission to operate. 

FPC comment - Annex B – Site drawing shows a 10 cm kerb along the northern boundary, this is assumed 

to retain fire water and subsequent significant overflow onto the A27. 

Unfortunately, the kerb is only along one edge and therefore is rendered impractical unless all the site is 

bunded. See later for Fire Water volume comments. 

In addition, the drawing indicates that not all surfaces are impermeable, therefore there is significant risk 

of groundwater contamination, especially considering the River Lavant is only 100m away. 

FPC Comment - Annex C: Fire Fighting Access, Equipment and Water Supply Plan shows 2 x 1000l IBC’s for 

fire-fighting.  

- However, there is no indication as to whether these are elevated to provide sufficient gravity 

feed to sprinkler systems as mobile forklift truck elevation is both impractical and extremely 

unsafe practice given that the fire radiation and highly dense smoke may not allow for close 

forklift truck operation – see later. 

- If they are not elevated, there is no indication of a pump to transfer the water to the fire 

source. 

- The IBC material of construction is not mentioned, if plastic this would seriously impact the 

tank integrity during local fire and render it useless. 

- The IBC’s are located at the far west end of the plot, behind the shredded waste storage 

area. This is considered unsafe regarding both access and high probability of storage waste 

being source of fire. 

FPC Comment - It is recognised that the Company accepts the potential for self-combustion and has 

implemented operational measures to limit self-combustion by limiting storage times and stock rotation 

management. However, there is no inclusion for automatic fire or gas detection systems only reliance on 

daily personnel inspection. This cannot be guaranteed during non-operational days especially major 

holidays. Therefore, automatic detection and fire fighting capability should be installed before site 

operation and frequently checked/maintained with equipment status reports being made available to all 

concerned parties. 

“However, during operation, if the site records show that hotspots do occur on site regularly, the Site 

Management will consider further measures such as temperature probes” 

FPC Comment - The use of temperature probes is essential to check for hot spots, however Company 

proposes to only consider this. In effect it would be too late, recommend probes are available on site 

before equipment operation. 

“All other sources of ignition will be kept at least 6m from flammable & combustible waste” 

FPC Comment - This rule is difficult to enforce without clear boundary indication – Ground markings 

recommended. 

“Security staff are trained in actions in case of fire detection and will be alerted by the site owner in the 

event of a fire.” 
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FPC Comment - This statement appears to suggest that the security staff (assumed to be on site out of 

normal operating hours) would not be aware of a fire before the owner.  

Without confirmation of a fire via a dedicated F&G system to the owner/FRS, this would not be possible. 

“Fire Suppression The Site Fire Fighting Equipment Plan (Annex C) shows the following items for fire 

suppression: • The River Lavant is approximately 100m SE of the site. It flows all year round and is a 

relatively clear water course. Twyford Recycling will regularly visually inspect water levels and provide 

particle/silt filtration if this is required for fire fighting use.” 

FPC Comment - We would welcome comments from both the EA and Fire Service regarding this assumed 

fire fighting water back up source, in particular; 

- Whilst the river does flow continuously, the water flow is very low/negligent in summer, 

which is the likeliest time for a fire to occur. 

- Therefore, in order to guarantee sufficient water volume for fire-fighting the river may have 

to be fitted with a weir to guarantee upstream water level and subsequent volume 

availability. 

- Whilst this weir may be acceptable for summer operation, it’s impact on upstream flooding 

during winter months should be investigated and agreed with CDC  & highways (re potential 

flooding on A27) before this source of water is guaranteed. 

- In order to ensure a clean water supply is available for Fire Fighting the water should contain 

no solids and therefore be filtered prior to use. This has been recognised by the applicant, 

however it is only if “it’s required” and therefore in order to 100% guarantee a safe and 

reliable Firefighting water source, this water supply must be guaranteed solids free, by the 

installation of both a stilling sump of calculated sufficient volume with upstream filtration. 

- Whilst the assumption that the River Lavant is available for firefighting water back up is 

sensible, unfortunately the applicant has not taken into account seasonal temperatures. 

Therefore, River Lavant water volume availability may not be guaranteed during freezing 

conditions. 

“Water bowsers can be deployed to help damp down and spray smaller areas of fire” 

FPC Comment - Where are these water bowsers located on plot and what is the means of movement, 

plus how is the bowser and water transferred to the fire? 

“There are two IBC’s (used as bowsers) of 1000l capacity each. These are always full and on standby 

around the edge of the yard. These can be hoisted onto FLT’s and used to fight smaller fires if required” 

FPC Comment - We would seriously question the practicality of this operation during a fire outbreak and 

would welcome Fire Service comments. In addition, we have already raised concerns about the 

accessibility and mechanical integrity of these IBC’s. 

“Neighbours and local businesses downwind will be notified of any potential fire incident by the site 

operator as soon as possible from the local contact list. This will be completed by telephone and will be 

completed as soon as it is safe to do so. Local receptors will be notified in order of proximity to the site and 

prevailing wind direction. Local receptors will be kept updated as to the progress of firefighting as new 

information comes to light and fully debriefed at the end of the event.” 

FPC Comment - We have major concerns regarding the impact of smoke from these types of fires, the 

smoke is both dense and toxic.  
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The applicant does not appear to have carried out a smoke dispersion study that would clearly highlight 

those effected downwind. 

In addition to the above the initial impact of dense smoke on the adjoining A27 will lead to a visibility 

hazard and subsequent potential accidents. 

There is also no reference to on-site fire-fighting smoke hoods, masks or BA sets being available for 

immediate fire-fighting. It is therefore assumed the operations personnel would not be able to safely fire 

fight, leaving the fire to increase in size until the FRS arrives. 

This in turn leads to increase in dense smoke/toxic fumes & subsequent increased health implications for 

those impacted downwind. 

“The waste storage area is an impermeable surface and will be scraped clean” 

FPC Comment - We agree that the waste storage area is shown as impermeable, however other local site 

areas are not and therefore there is significant risk for ground contamination during high water loadings 

(fire Fighting water overspilling bunds) and even rain fall. Therefore, the complete site should be fully 

impermeable with dedicated drains and sumps (sized for maximum fire water requirements and fitted 

with underflow oil protection) before site operation. 

“4.3 Managing Fire Water  

Table 3 shows the potential volume of fire water which may need to be managed on site should the 

largest waste pile require quenching.  

Table 4 shows the volume of fire water which can be contained within the site. The site benefits from a 

10cm kerb/bund to the north and a large 10,000L sump in the middle of the yard which will contain 

firewater. A boom will be deployed across the site entrance to retain water to a height of 10cm as per 

Annex C if required. 

Table 3: Volume of Water Required 

l/min/1m3 of waste * 6.6 

Largest Water Required (l/min)  132 

Combustible Pile (m3 ) 871 

Total Requirement for 3 hours (l) 156,816 

*Based on EA guidance: 2000l of water minute is required for a 300m3 stockpile for three 
hours 

“ 

FPC Comment - The table above shows the fire water requirement for a single bay fire fight, 

unfortunately it does not indicate how this volume of water is applied nor delivered immediately after 

fire detection. Therefore, it is assumed that the calculations are based upon local fire-fighting services 

attending. 

If this is the case then the calculations should be reviewed to take into account the following; 

- Possibility of fire occurring out of normal day operation, leading to longer fire duration 

- Time taken for fire-fighting services to attend fire and subsequent knock-on effect of higher 

intensity fire igniting neighbouring bays 

- Impact of neighbouring bays also going on fire due to high radiation from bay on fire and 

subsequent increased fire water requirement 
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It is also noted that a boom will be deployed across the site entrance, which is assumed to be additional 

back up. We would however point out that a boom normally floats on water (are these actually weighted 

socks?) and that the surrounding area is permeable leading to potential groundwater contamination. 

On site Fire-fighting capability 

FPC Comment - Given the applicant agrees there is potential for spontaneous combustion, we are 

surprised that a dedicated complete fire fighting system has not been installed. This system should 

include the following; 

- Automatic fire and gas detection linked to Operators, Owner & FRS  

- Dedicated Fire Water tank with heater (steel construction or located outside of fire radiation 

zone) sized for worst case fire-fighting scenario with minimum 50% spare volume. 

- 2 Fire Water pumps (one standby) with dedicated power supply or automatic diesel motor 

back-up 

- Dedicated fire-fighting sprinkler system installed away from potential for mechanical damage 

from moving equipment and either winterised (frost & ice protected) or operated on a dry 

riser basis with calculations to be presented to show guaranteed operation during freezing 

conditions. 

- All firefighting calculations including hydraulic to be approved by FRS, applicants’ insurance 

Company or similar. 

- Review of whether foam or water systems should be used with back up documentation 

provided. 

“Wind Direction According to the UK Met Office, the prevailing wind direction in the area is 

South/SouthWesterly3 . This means the prevailing winds blow over the site to the north east, which is 

away from the residential areas.” 

FPC Comment - North East of the site is Chichester, without dispersion studies the actual impact of any 

toxic smoke is unknown. 

FPC Comment - 5 Annex A: Site Layout – Shows the mobile plant being parked at the site entrance. This is 

not acceptable for FRS access out of operating hours. A dedicated area away from site entrance needs to 

be allocated. 

FPC Comment - Site plan provided in application shows a drainage ditch immediately to the west of the 

site (see below). 

This watercourse has not been included in any potential spill or contamination reviews. 
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Lighting 

Any lighting is assumed to be low level and will not interfere with wildlife activities e.g. bats 

Toilet & Sewage disposal 

There is no indication of toilet facilities or sewage disposal, therefore we are concerned as to where these 

are located & how the sewage is safely disposed of. 

Traffic 

The site is located alongside the A27 and large vehicles will be expected to enter and exit the site. This in 

turn will lead to both an increase of traffic on the A27 with subsequent environmental impact, plus 

potential driving hazards from slow moving vehicles exiting the site. 

Highways should also approve this operation. 

 


